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Employers Training Providers
FE, HE, ITPs

Intermediaries
Non-profits, DWP, 

recruitment agencies, 
business groups, local authorities…

The LSIP is an opportunity to do even more together!





West London “LSIP Annex” themes
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Government / Department for 
Education

• Sets national policy framework and level of 
investment in promoting & delivering  
initiatives (Apprenticeships, T Levels)

• Supports quality standards through regulation 
(OFSTED, IfATE)

Learners

Training providers

• FE providers

• HE providers

• Independent Training 
Providers

Employers

• Private sector
(incl MNCs, SMEs)

• Public sector

• Third sector

West London LSIP Consultation 
highlights key skills barriers and needs

Foundational skills gaps 

(essential/ interpersonal, English / 

Maths / Digital), general business 

and higher specialist levels

Skills training 

“disconnects” (content, 

timing, demand)

Apprenticeship system inflexibilities 

(resourcing, timing, matches with employer 

needs) 

Limited career 

path awareness

Multiple limits on 

training uptake 

(awareness, resources, 

motivation, time)

Shortfalls in qualified training 

staff, multiple sectors and 

ESOL

Intermediary bodies

• Non-profits

• DWP/ JCP

• Recruitment agencies

• Business groups, including West London 
Business and national sector trade  
bodies

• Local authorities, including West London 
Alliance

Prior learning/ knowledge 

often not recognised



CROSS-CUTTING

• Challenge #1: Numbers of West London residents that are not fully leveraging prior 
learning/ quals (needs to be quantified, but we know approx 40% residents born outside 
UK).  Increase in West London residents with no quals in recent census.  

• Recommendation: Work with ENIC  to improve recognition of prior learning/ 
qualifications/ technical skills in West London (e.g. through targeted subsidy of 
‘Statements of Comparability’ service)

• Challenge #2: FE needs more Dual Professionals to fill gaps in staffing (Note SDF-funded 
pilot project ‘Trade to teach’)

• Recommendation:  Task/ finish group to see how pilot can be built on; whether more pan-
London collaboration of benefit; and FE/ HE collab to share expertise on contract / role 
design. 



CROSS-CUTTING

• Challenge #3: Business engagement on skills cannot be a one-off linked to the LSIP.  
Brokerage capacity needs to be increased and joined up so year-round support is in place 
to help businesses across the skills eco-system.

• Recommendation: Establish an ERB-rooted brokerage system that provides additional 
capacity, but also helps join-up and integrate the existing employer outreach of a mix of 
providers, initially FE colleges.  





HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE:  BARRIERS
• GCSE Maths and English prerequisites present a challenge to progression

• Resource barriers to training for students (cost of living crisis heightens debt fears) and employers (not all can access 
Apprenticeship Levy funding or afford other training)

• Disconnect in progression from training to reality of work environment

• Cultural barriers: young people who lack maturity don’t understand organisational hierarchy

• HSC attractiveness as a sector impaired by low pay, stress, unsocial hours compared with other sectors

• Older workers may have difficulty accessing the HSC labour market given barriers to retraining

• Higher quality training opportunities being offered outside the UK

• Recruitment and retention challenges - private firms more attractive than the public sector

• Information barriers: employers and individuals may lack full knowledge of training and job opportunities (e.g. not all aware of 
No Wrong Door)

• “Digital poverty”: some learners lack access to online learning platforms outside of work.

• HSC vs. NHS: workers often on low wages, doing work which is not recognised or rewarded, lack clear progression pathways



HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE:  NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES
• Teaching staff who can bring industry to life in the classroom

• “Soft skills” - communication, team work, line management

• Better assessment, conversion courses

• Skills awareness promotion for students + opportunities to practise skills (e.g. maths)

• Greater availability of online / blended learning solutions

• Attractive digital learning content (“gamification” a possible route)

• Short, modular, credit-bearing courses (longer-term learning formats e.g. Apprenticeships, may not be as 
attractive)

• Tax incentives (or other incentives – e.g. redistributed Apprenticeship Levy funding) needed for investment in 
training provision (employers and individuals)

• Partnership working and ongoing dialogue (NHS, Social Care and General Practice ) on training and development 
and workforce planning

• Opportunities to experience life in the NHS prior to onboarding- meaningful work experience essential



HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE:  GOOD PRACTICE / INNOVATIONS / RESOURCES

• No Wrong Door supports “collaboration and integration between London’s employment and skills 
funders and providers”: https://www.london.gov.uk/programmes-strategies/jobs-and-skills/training-
providers-teaching-skills/no-wrong-door-programme and in West London a platform has been 
developed to support this:

• North West London Academy Skills Hub: https://www.nwlondonics.nhs.uk/careers/skillsacademy)

• A “Skills Passport” scheme spanning NHS and Social Care could benefit both organisations and learners

• Apprenticeships can provide real-world work experience before employment and intersects with 
multiple progression pathways (e.g. Ambulance Service)

https://www.london.gov.uk/programmes-strategies/jobs-and-skills/training-providers-teaching-skills/no-wrong-door-programme
https://www.london.gov.uk/programmes-strategies/jobs-and-skills/training-providers-teaching-skills/no-wrong-door-programme
https://www.wlesh.co.uk/
https://www.nwlondonics.nhs.uk/careers/skillsacademy


HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE:  GOOD PRACTICE / INNOVATIONS / RESOURCES

• Developed by Clodagh Carry (former Education and Practice Development Manager with Norfolk and 
Waveney Health and Care) nurses nearing retirement stay on in flexible “legacy” roles to share their 
expertise with others.

• Legacy Nurses provide essential professional advice and guidance, offering ‘real time’ support, through 
clinical supervision and coaching to students and colleagues, based upon their lengthy careers and 
accrued professional expertise.

• Ensures accumulated clinical wisdom is not lost (through retirement) to the employing organisation, 
but can be used within the new ‘legacy’ roles, to have a lasting impact on future workforce knowledge, 
skills and expertise.

Sharon Crowle, Head of professional education, training and 

development, Norfolk and Waveney Health and Care Partnership



HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE:  RECOMMENDATIONS

• Continue to fund the North West London Health and Social Care Skills Academy to deliver:

• Partnership working between NHS, Social Care and GP practices to deliver training

• Adoption of colleagues in the extended health and social care system in the boroughs to make 
more effective use of training and supporting each other at work

• A “Skills Passport” scheme spanning NHS and Social Care

• Pilot a Legacy Nurses / Mentors Scheme in West London 





CREATIVE & MEDIA: BARRIERS
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CREATIVE & MEDIA: NEED AND OPPORTUNITIES 
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•
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CREATIVE & MEDIA: RESOURCE AND SOLUTIONS

•

•

•

https://setready.co.uk/
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HOSPITALITY: NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES
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HOSPITALITY: NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES
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HOSPITALITY: RESOURCES AND SOLUTIONS
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https://www.skillsbuilder.org/benchmark


HOSPITALITY: RESOURCES AND SOLUTIONS

•





RETAIL:  BARRIERS
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RETAIL:  NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES
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RETAIL:  GOOD PRACTICE / INNOVATIONS / RESOURCES
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TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS:  BARRIERS

• Apprenticeship Levy – need to be able to use more flexibly and for a wider range of training

• Time off the job is a huge impediment for many employers

• Availability of up-to-date equipment

• Trailblazers (e.g. for apprenticeships) are generally bigger firms rather than SMEs and 
orientate the learning in a way that may not be suitable for smaller firms

• Standards, particularly apprenticeships, do not always have qualifications attached

• Reduced demand for some careers e.g. HGV drivers

• Addressing lack of awareness on variety of roles, and poor reputation of some trades needs 
greatly improved messaging and extensive community outreach.

• Confidence still far too low in too many young people and a major deterrent to considering 
some career paths where higher confidence levels/ resilience needed



TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS:  NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES
• To keep up with technology change in the basic kit e.g. e-bikes and e-scooters

• To keep up with digitisation of processes e.g. basic appreciation & understanding + data literacy and data analytics skills

• To keep up with electrification of processes and implications of new power sources (e.g. hydrogen)

• To keep up with increased automation and changes in role of operator and user (when a lot of kit is now semi-automatic)

• More trained individuals in the FE sector able to teach these skills; currently big gaps in understanding and being up to date 
with new processes and equipment

• Adaptive capacity in individual learners (need knowledge but also deep understanding of wider work and operating 
environment and an ability to think more critically and creatively about roles)

• Changes in attitude & understanding of roles on offer (transport and logistics image is negative among young people) 

• Co-design / Co-delivery of courses by employers and providers

• How to attract candidates?   Govt / industry sponsored schools scheme promotes careers within the industry

• Work readiness and office skills most needed in next 3-5 years; applies to industries and businesses of all sizes

• Important to be able to use basic office tools, be work ready and career-oriented



TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS SPOTLIGHT: BIFA (British International Freight Association)

• BIFA tools are essential to freight forwarders training people to do customs and declarations 

• Brexit required adaptations to training:  creating online, modular offerings.

• Work readiness and office skills are what are most needed in next 3-5 years; these are relevant, not only to freight 
forwarding, but other industries and businesses of all sizes

• Schools engagement builds awareness of the sector and careers

• Apprenticeships are used by BIFA members to develop understanding of the sector and create a workforce with 
industry knowledge

• BIFA partnership with Manpower helps to make Apprentices “industry ready”

• Other non-Apprenticeship training is available for mature workers 

• Staff shortages still exist but have largely settled down

• BIFA Freight Service Awards recognise the Apprentice of the Year and have formed the basis for building a social 
network. 



TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS:  WHAT WOULD HELP / SOLUTIONS

• Co-delivery of courses by employers and providers (with employers being able to offer facilities and 
equipment which is likely to be far more extensive and up to date than will be available in colleges)

• This enables more learning of theory through practice which is likely to be more interesting and useful for students 
[‘Learning Factory’ model?]

• Together these would enable more hybrid learning based both in colleges and in places of work

• Recruitment firms being more actively involved in promoting opportunities for young people in the 
school system

• More broadly improving awareness and information for young people particularly in schools (need 
some attractors and good stories). This can be facilitated through the WL Careers Hub.

• Trade bodies needs to step up and make the available courses far more visible

• For upskilling of existing workers – mentoring seen as helpful, particularly to advocate progression 
routes



TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS: WHAT WOULD HELP / FUTURE SKILLS SYSTEM
• Vocational v academic divide is fundamental and has yet to be properly addressed. Need parity of esteem between the 

two routes. [Ed – what will address this?]

• Attitudes and interest are major problem – requires more positive and interesting descriptions of the nature of work in 
the relevant sectors

• Schools focus is on qualifications not destinations (and they are inspected and assessed on that basis)

• Employers can speak directly to young people in schools e.g. through the Careers and Enterprise Company arrangements 
but this is still slow and partial [Ed – in what respect “partial”?]

• Progression v job hopping – the latter is often far more attractive due to salary divergence

• Improving awareness of what is on offer

• Far too much emphasis on teaching knowledge, rather than developing more adaptive capability

• Dutch example of recasting the role of universities to focus on specific industry and sector missions/needs

Build Transport & Logistics centre of excellence/ collaboration between sector employers, intermediaries and providers. 
Map and disseminate clear career pathways and training offer. WTC and UWL lead, building on existing work. 





MANUFACTURING:  BARRIERS
• Concern that employment process is prolonged by job-seeker box-ticking – they're not actually 

interested in the sector.

• Impact of pandemic, increased working from home reduced young people's opportunities to develop 
business skills/relationships in workplace environment.

• BNU: Apprenticeships increasingly used by older people as tool to change professional sector

• Dina Foods: recruitment and retention of middle management negatively impacted by Brexit, benefit 
parameters, and diversification of income streams

• Reliance Worldwide: really challenging to provide meaningful (yet safe) short term training

• Phasing out of BTECs places increased pressure on employers to engage with training systems they 
may not have capacity for

• Resources to reskill are available, marketing/comms from educators are failing to sufficiently 
promote

• Small businesses unsure what good training models looks like.



MANUFACTURING:  BARRIERS

• Taking on work experience or intern is very difficult as "spread quite thinly, especially at the 
moment" in this "very different economic climate"

• Oversubscription of apprenticeships ultimately hinders the quality of training/damages the 
programmes appeal (in discussion of digital/business admin apprenticeships).

• Administrative coordination presents greater barriers to achieving quality training, than the training 
itself (apprenticeships)

• Dina Foods example: Admin creating barriers to developing apprenticeships --> open to external 
providers developing a training programme to work within the business.

• Increased demand for flexible working arrangements in the wake of the pandemic often conflict with 
the responsibilities of manufacturing roles



MANUFACTURING:  NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES

• Clearer career progression signposting may embolden young people to take less 
attractive roles as they understand they are a stepping stone.

• Opportunity for training providers/intermediaries to take pressure off employers by 
building partnerships and developing training courses for employers, although 
employers would still need to engage to articulate their skills needs.

• Brokerage function required to enable well positioned organisations (intermediaries 
such as West London Alliance?) to develop bridge between skills providers and 
employers.



MANUFACTURING: GOOD PRACTICE / INNOVATIONS / RESOURCES

• Consultation for employees on career goals helpful to determine appropriate courses/modules.

• NHS career pathways mapping good example

• Increased responsibility in training (T Levels) as possible solution to making technical positions more 
attractive to young people

• Example of BMW using short term, accelerated programmes to 'sell' the full-time position

• (West London Institute of Tech) Manufacturing replication/simulation technologies are powerful training 
tool, bridging gap between training and work

• The Forge @ Park Royal are developing a business support package (to assist SMEs in developing training 
systems) that also provides access to business advisors

• Bucks New Uni - Skilled advisors go out to businesses to do training & skills gaps analysis



Test demand with anchor local food manufacturers for establishing Centre of Excellence, introducing 
Apprenticeship provision in West London; if supportive launch working group with WL IoT.  

With provision in place, ‘Tasty Careers’ campaign could then be rolled out in local schools / colleges/ 
JCPs. 



THIS SECTION TO BE RESTRUCTURED
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DIGITAL:  NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES
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DIGITAL:  GOOD PRACTICE / INNOVATIONS / RESOURCES
• Partnerships between FE providers and industry partners could facilitate flexible / micro learning to acquire 

industry-relevant job-specific skills. In championing a collaborative approach between employers and training 
providers, the employers / employees get skills they need for their organisation / job role and employees are more 
likely to commit to the employer who invests in them.

• Met Film School (https://www.metfilmschool.ac.uk) is based within Ealing Film Studios and works with employers 
to deliver industry-relevant training.

• West London Institute of Technology is set up to develop and deliver courses at an accelerated pace -
https://www.westlondoniot.ac.uk/courses/digital/

• Employers are developing their own in-house video training on topics such as cybersecurity. This is 
complemented by work of an intermediary organisation developing a cyber tech cluster demonstrator to get 
business engagement in the cybersecurity space .

• Higher education is gradually moving away from traditional degree programmes to more skills-based 
qualifications developed with employers to address specific training needs. This is now giving rise to more learner 
focused training, addressing the rescaling, upscaling of existing workforces, or bringing in the new talent to the 
business, which has the required set of skills in readiness to take up new jobs.

https://www.metfilmschool.ac.uk/
https://www.westlondoniot.ac.uk/courses/digital/


DIGITAL:  GOOD PRACTICE / INNOVATIONS / RESOURCES

Training/upskilling existing employees to address skills gaps ** solutions directory  needed for employers on how to 
do this in-house and/or with external support? **

Pan-London Digital Employers board needed – perhaps following Digital Skills Partnership model applied elsewhere 
in country. This would provide efficient model for employers to advise training providers and develop local 
partnerships/ collaboration giving city-wide coverage.

Independent, impartial advice to SME business leaders needed/ Part-time CTOs to ensure right tech choices being 
made with skills decisions alongside.

General digital skills training to address skills shortages ** Directory needed of employer-endorsed provision??**





GREEN SKILLS: BARRIERS

•

•

•



GREEN SKILLS: NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES

•

•

•

•



GREEN SKILLS: RESOURCES AND SOLUTIONS

•

•

•

Sustain resourcing for the development of West London Green Skills Hub

Creation of a 'Green Skills Prospectus' within West London which details the courses and career progression 
pathways to which these courses lead.

Work with West London Universities Partnership to ensure ‘carbon literacy’ is integrated into all WL degrees 
and all students have clear understanding as they head into workplace of actions required to achieve net 
zero in their chosen discipline 

** Include emerging recommendations from SDF Green Skills project **





INCLUSIVE RECRUITMENT: BARRIERS
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INCLUSIVE RECRUITMENT:  NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES
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INCLUSIVE RECRUITMENT : GOOD PRACTICE / INNOVATIONS / RESOURCES

•





ESOL: BARRIERS
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ESOL:  NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES

•

•

•



ESOL: GOOD PRACTICE / INNOVATIONS / RESOURCES





Progress

Schools and colleges in England are 

achieving 5 out of 8 Gatsby 
Benchmarks 

West 
London



CAREERS EDUCATION: BARRIERS
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CAREERS EDUCATION:  GOOD PRACTICE / INNOVATIONS / RESOURCES
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ALIGNING & INCREASING FUNDING:  NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES
•
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https://www.london.gov.uk/programmes-strategies/jobs-and-skills/find-adult-learning-providers-near-me


ALIGNING & INCREASING FUNDING:  NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES
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•

•

•



ALIGNING & INCREASING FUNDING: RECOMMENDATIONS



ALIGNING & INCREASING FUNDING: RECOMMENDATIONS

• In West London’s fast changing economy a lifelong learning culture must be developed. The decline in 
private sector investment in training needs to be reversed if we are to address a stagnation in 
productivity levels.

All West London employers of knowledge workers should see a subscription to LinkedIn Learning (or 
similar) as a minimum investment in their staff’s CPD. Budgets must also be planned by employers for 
Specialist/ technical staff to maintain and advance their skills levels with more bespoke training 
providers.

• Lifelong Learning Entitlement (LLE) will be will provide funding for new modules of courses, which will 
be introduced in stages: first for Higher Technical Qualifications and some technical level 4 and 5 
qualifications from launch in 2025, before expanding to further level 4, 5 and 6 qualifications from 2027.

Awareness raising campaign required to ensure that employers and their staff are ready for 
opportunities that the LLE will open up.





NEXT STEPS

• Over next week we will further develop the draft recommendations based on 
continuous stakeholder feedback:

• Early wins for West London - E.g. Project focussed on Food sector; best practice sharing on supporting/ 
recruiting Dual Professionals; agreement on which colleges will establish centres of excellence in priority 
sectors/ challenge areas 

• Areas that need further investigation – E.g. Collaboration with ENIC

• Recommendations for system change/ investment by govt – E.g. Piloting modular/ unit-based 
Apprenticeship funding 

• Colleges and other partners will need to coordinate efforts and share load in 
responding to LSIP recommendations

• For noting: WLB are leading on FE Course Open Data project for BusinessLDN as part of 
LSIP. Lack of open data a previously identified “system issue”.  Open Data Institute, 
RocketScience and Cetis LLP sub-contractors – to complete by end April 
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